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World Mythology in Bite-Sized Chunks Aug 14 2021 A masterful introduction to world mythology, shedding light on the impact it has had on cultures
past and present and untangling the complex web of deities, monsters and myths.From the signs of the zodiac to literature and art, the influence of
world mythology can still be seen in everyday life. With a stunning array of fascinating tales, World Mythology in Bite-sized Chunks gets to grips with
the ancient stories of Aboriginal, Sumerian, Egyptian, Mesoamerican, Maori, Greek, Roman, Indian, Norse and Japanese cultures, encompassing
legends from the most diverse societies and the most ancient cultures from across the globe.Learn about why Odin, the Father of the Gods in Norse
mythology, was so keen to lose an eye, the importance of the Osiris myth of Ancient Egypt, and much more besides.Entertaining, authoritative and
incisive, this is an enlightening journey into the fascinating world of mythology.
The History of Science in Bite-Sized Chunks Mar 21 2022 Beginning with the birth of the scientific method, through the Scientific Revolution to the
present day, The History of Science in Bite-sized Chunks lays out all the key discoveries and scientists from throughout history in a clear and
accessible way.
The History of Europe in Bite-Sized Chunks Aug 26 2022 An accessible and succinct account of the story of Europe from its ancient foundations to the
twenty-first century, The History of Europe in Bite-sized Chunks details the events, personalities, ideas and disasters that have shaped the European
continent. The book is broken down into six easily digestible chapters: Classical Antiquity (2600 BCE to 600 CE); Medieval (600-1500); Reform and
Enlightenment (1500-1780); Age of Revolutions (1780-1914); the Wars (1914-45); and the Making of Contemporary Europe (1945 to present). It begins
with the first ancient culture to emerge in Europe: the Minoans. It then proceeds chronologically to the present day, taking in not just significant
historical events but also overarching social, technological and cultural trends and their impact. Throughout the book there are mini-biographies of
notable individuals (such as Julius Caesar, Catherine the Great and Napoleon Bonaparte) who have been most significant in European history. It is also
packed with amazing facts, details and maps that will give the reader a vivid understanding of Europe's past.
A-Z of Gateshead Mar 29 2020 Explore the town of Gateshead in this fully illustrated A-Z guide to its history, people and places.
Bite-sized Science Mar 09 2021 A collection of scientifically-based activities for parents and their young children teaches the scientific method of
making predictions, testing them, and evaluating results
Instant History Jun 19 2019 Key thinkers, theories, discoveries, and concepts each explained on a single page! Instant History pulls together pivotal
moments from history into one concise volume. Each page contains a distinct “cheat sheet,” which tells you the most important facts in bite-size
chunks, so you can feel like an expert in minutes! From second-wave feminism to Stalinism, the invention of the car to the Battle of the Somme, and
the Russian Revolution to the Industrial Revolution, every key event, character, or turning point is expressed in succinct and lively text and graphics.
Perfect for the knowledge-hungry and time-poor, this collection of graphics-led lessons makes history interesting and accessible. Everything you need
to know—and more!—packed into one convenient volume.
Cookies Oct 04 2020
American History in Bite-sized Chunks Nov 17 2021 For most people the details of the American Revolution, the history of Thanksgiving and the Battle
of the Alamo are sketchy at best. However, help is at hand as this entertaining and engaging book contains all the American history you learned at
school and promptly forgot and perhaps some of the things you were never taught in the first place.
The History of Science in Bite-sized Chunks Jul 25 2022 Since ancient times, we have tried to make sense of our universe by observing objects far
beyond our abilities to see or touch - from the smallest atom to the farthest star. This book covers, in chronological order, all the key discoveries and
remarkable minds in each scientific field, including Aristotle's geocentric model of the cosmos, Darwin's theory of evolution, Newton's theory of gravity
and Einstein's theory of relativity. Also included are fascinating anecdotes about the lives of influential scientists: learn how Ptolemy fixed his results
to match his theories; Freud used cocaine to expand his mind; and Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web, was banned from using
university computers after being caught hacking. Revealing how human curiosity knows no bounds, and how the field of science has evolved over the
last 2,500 years, this book breaks everything down into easily digestible sections to give a broad overview of the fascinating history of science.
Remember the Alamo? Feb 20 2022 For most people the details of the American Revolution, the history of Thanksgiving and the Battle of the Alamo
are sketchy at best. However, help is at hand as Remember the Alamo? contains all the American history you learnt at school and promptly forgot, and
perhaps some things that you were never taught in the first place. Broken down into easily digested bite-sized chunks, this book will teach you the
basics of over 150 key events from Columbus to Nixon and from cowboys to cosmonauts. Remember the Alamo? assumes no other knowledge of
world history and doesn't contain anything but the most salient points so that anyone can become clued up on the history of one of the world's most
developed nations. Concise and informative, yet entertaining and engagingly written, Remember the Alamo? contains everything you will ever need to
know about the United States.
A Bite-Sized History of France Oct 28 2022 One of Smithsonian magazine’s “Ten Best Books About Travel of 2018” One of AFAR magazine’s “8 New
Books You Need to Read Before Flying to France” A “delicious” (Dorie Greenspan), “genial” (Kirkus Reviews), “very cool book about the intersections
of food and history” (Michael Pollan)—as featured in the New York Times Acclaimed upon its hardcover publication as a “culinary treat for
Francophiles” (Publishers Weekly), A Bite-Sized History of France is a thoroughly original book that explores the facts and legends of the most popular
French foods and wines. Traversing the cuisines of France’s most famous cities as well as its underexplored regions, the book is enriched by the
“authors’ friendly accessibility that makes these stories so memorable” (The New York Times Book Review). This innovative social history also
explores the impact of war and imperialism, the age-old tension between tradition and innovation, and the enduring use of food to prop up social and
political identities. The origins of the most legendary French foods and wines—from Roquefort and cognac to croissants and Calvados, from absinthe
and oysters to Camembert and champagne—also reveal the social and political trends that propelled France’s rise upon the world stage. As told by a
Franco-American couple (Stéphane is a cheesemonger, Jeni is an academic) this is an “impressive book that intertwines stories of gastronomy,
culture, war, and revolution. . . . It’s a roller coaster ride, and when you’re done you’ll wish you could come back for more” (The Christian Science
Monitor).
Very Short Stories Jan 07 2021 CREATIVE FICTION THAT FITS ON A POST-IT BUT CAN MOVE READERS WITH POWERFUL TALES OF LOVE, LIFE,
DEATH, AND EVERYDAY LIFEIn this one-of-a-kind collection, author Sean Hill has crafted hundreds of engaging stories that conjure an entire novel in
just a sentence or two. Sometimes sad, often humorous and always creative, these tales touch on a wide range of life experiences from romance and
family to death and sex.Nana rocked in her old wooden rocking chair. “Timmy, you have always been my favorite,” she said. He looked at her. “Nana,
I’m Bobby.” Read your diary, discovered your secret. I thought I loved you, but now I’m not sure. Don’t know what to do, you look so human.

Clowning was Daryl’s profession, cooking was his passion. Stella thought he was perfect. She liked to laugh and never learned to cook. Alex bought
Sharon a ring for Valentine’s Day, which she sold to buy the gun that stopped him from loving her. In 2009, Sean Hill combined his love of writing and
technology by creating @VeryShortStory, a Twitter feed where he interacts with his readers and shares his 140-character stories.
The Great Scientists in Bite-Sized Chunks Nov 24 2019 Since ancient times, the greatest minds have tried to make sense of the universe by observing
objects far beyond our abilities to see or touch - from the smallest atom to the farthest star.Covering, in chronological order, the key discoveries of the
most prolific thinkers in each scientific field, including Aristotle, Darwin, da Vinci, Newton, Descartes and Hawking, the book also includes highlights of
the most influential scientists' lives and works. Learn how Ptolemy fixed his results to match his theories; how Freud used cocaine to expand his
thinking; and how Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web, was banned from using university computers after being caught
hacking.Revealing how human curiosity knows no bounds, this book showcases the visionaries who have dared to question established 'truths' and
whose theories shaped how we now look at the world.
Epic Food Fight Aug 22 2019 "Father Leo knows how to make even complicated things easy and appetizing. Epic Food Fights uses a "theology of
food" to explain the history of salvation, and the struggle between good and evil. With Father Leo, theology is never boring. Blending profound truths
with humor and practical wit, he invites you to read, savor, and digest the truth of our faith in new and appetizing ways."-- From back cover.
The History of the World in Bite-Sized Chunks Sep 27 2022 History is a rich, varied and fascinating subject, so it's rare to find the whole lot in one book
... until now. The History of the World in Bite-Sized Chunks pulls it all together, from the world's earliest civilizations in 3500 BC to the founding of the
United Nations in 1945, passing by the likes of Charlemagne, the Ottoman Empire and the Crimean War, to name a few. Here's your chance to introduce
yourself to the full spectrum of world history, and discover just how the modern world came to be.
Bite-Size Science Dec 06 2020 Short entries cover the science behind topics including extraterrestrial life, the death of stars, genetic inheritance,
cloning, stem cell research, the fossil record, and black holes.
The Little Book of History Oct 24 2019 Travel back in time with the latest instalment in the bestselling Big Ideas series, in a brand new ebook format.
The Little Book of History charts world history from the dawn of civilisation to the modern culture we live in today. From the origins of homo-sapiens to
the release of Nelson Mandela, from the French Revolution to the Space Race, The Little Book of History is a stunning exploration of the human
timeline up to and including modern Islam, the world wide web, and the global financial crisis. The Little Book of History tackles big historical ideas
with stunning visuals, key quotes, and important themes that are woven throughout world history. Discover events from the assassination of Caesar to
World War I and see the people and events come to life with The Little Book of History, perfect for students, adults, or anyone who wants to understand
our fascinating past.
Horror D'Oeuvres - Bite-Sized Tales of Terror Nov 05 2020 Be warned.Horror d'Oeuvres: Bite-Sized Tales of Terror is an exquisite array of easily
digestible horror micro-fiction from today's freshest authors. Each tale is a demonic symphony that will peel away the layers of your mind and reduce
your soul to a simmering nightmare within seven hundred words or less. These stories are not for the faint of heart or weak of constitution. Offering an
abundant variety of deliciously dark and twisted treats, readers can expect to encounter depraved deities, unsettling realities, and creature features.
Like the satisfaction of a good meal or the threat of impending doom, they'll stick with you long after you've tucked the book away. All proceeds of
Horror d'Oeuvres will be donated to Scares That Care, a non-profit charity fighting the real monsters of childhood illness, severe burns, and breast
cancer by helping ease the financial burden on families facing these extraordinary hardships.
Bad History Aug 02 2020 So many historical 'truths' handed down by teachers or historians, and repeated by the press, prove on closer scrutiny to be
at best misleading, and at worst deliberately falsified. Yet they are often so deeply rooted that we take them as fact - America's Founding Fathers must
have been democrats, surely, and wasn't Captain Scott 'of the Antarctic' one of history's greatest leaders? Some historical 'facts' are little more than
fables, distorted in the retelling; others are the result of deliberate attempts to mislead, or to cover up a discreditable past. Entertaining but
authoritative, Bad History debunks a wealth of historical errors, accidental or deliberate. In doing so, it exposes many falsehoods that have wrongly and sometimes dangerously - influenced our understanding of the world's history.
Lessons from History Feb 08 2021 History is full to the brim with untold tales of heroics and villainy, gruesome battles, hilarious happenings and
downright bizarre coincidences. Meet the war veteran who lost an eye and amputated his own fingers. Discover the original Die Hards, whose bravery
would put even Bruce Willis to shame. Just who stole the still-missing Irish crown jewels and how did Adeline, Countess of Cardigan, scandalise
society so completely? In Lessons from History, Alex Deane takes us on an uproarious romp through the tales you didn’t hear at school. With stories
ranging from the little-known characters who played their vital parts in the world’s most famous wars to the remarkable adventures of figures across
the centuries, to events so extraordinary as to be almost – almost – unbelievable, this book proves that fact is almost always wilder than fiction.
Bringing these stories joyfully and often poignantly back to life, Deane finally shines a light on the tales lost to history, and on what we might learn
from them today.
20th Century in Bite-Sized Chunks Jan 19 2022 "From two World Wars to astonishing scientific progress and social upheaval, the twentieth century
saw unprecedented change. In this concise history of a century like no other, authors Nicola Chalton and Meredith MacArdle guide us through a
hundred years that transformed the way we live. Covering everything from the fall of empire to the Digital Revolution, this is a chance to take a step
back and understand the full spectrum of world history in the last century, and to discover how it shaped the modern world we know today. With
information broken down into easily digestible chunks, this is the perfect way to swot up on your world history and discover just how the world as we
know it came to be"--www.amazon.com.
60 Second Genius: History Apr 22 2022 Learn everything about key history topics in 60 seconds! This book is packed with essential info from
prehistory to the present day, broken down into fun, fascinating bite-size facts. Key events and individuals are clearly explained using colorful graphics
and easy-to-follow text, plus easy-to-understand overviews of important historical periods. There's even a pullout wallchart to record readers' progress
in each subject. It's the ideal way to go from newcomer to know-it-all in record time!
Divorced, Beheaded, Died... Dec 26 2019 From Henry VIII dispatching his numerous wives to Edward VIII's unprecedented abdication, Britain's
monarchs have been responsible for shaping some of the most dramatic moments in British history. Featuring tales of murder, adultery, beheadings,
civil war, usurpation and madness, Divorced, Beheaded, Died. takes you on a gallop through the history of all of England's kings and queens, plus
some of the less well-known Scots and Welsh rulers. Discover the sticky end that befell Edward II, the story of the princes in the Tower, the tale of the
queen who reigned for less than a fortnight, and find out whether Macbeth really was a king of Scotland.Presented in an accessible, chronological
format, this essential guide will fill in all those gaps in your history knowledge, remind you of those details you'd forgotten, and provide some
fascinating and amusing facts about one of the longest-running monarchies in the world.
Maths in Bite-sized Chunks Apr 10 2021 Let the real world show you how maths works. Maths is often cited as the 'most difficult' or 'complex' subject
to study, many people admitting to a wariness that was probably ingrained into them in their schooldays. In Maths in Bite-sized Chunks, Chris Waring
proves that it's easy to break the subject down into accessible, understandable information, much of which, in fact, we use in one way or another every
day of our lives. Each chapter takes readers through the theory, demonstrating how to master it with worked-through problems and examples from the
real world. Topics that once seemed impenetrable suddenly become relatable and easier to unpick. So whether it's algebra or statistics that once had
you flummoxed, get ready for a new way of being mathematically minded.
A Queen in Hiding Sep 22 2019 Debut author Sarah Kozloff offers a breathtaking and cinematic epic fantasy of a ruler coming of age in A Queen in
Hiding first in the quartet of The Nine Realms series. Four books. Four months. Nine Realms. Readers will be able to binge this amazing fantasy series
with beautiful interlocking art across the spines of all four books. Orphaned, exiled and hunted, Cerulia, Princess of Weirandale, must master the magic
that is her birthright, become a ruthless guerilla fighter, and transform into the queen she is destined to be. But to do it she must win the favor of the
spirits who play in mortal affairs, assemble an unlikely group of rebels, and wrest the throne from a corrupt aristocracy whose rot has spread
throughout her kingdom. The Nine Realms Series #1 A Queen in Hiding #2 The Queen of Raiders #3 A Broken Queen March 2020 #4 The Cerulean
Queen April 2020 At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Life Story Books for Adopted Children May 31 2020 This concise book shows a new family-friendly way to compile a Life Story Book that promotes a
sense of permanency for the child, and encourages attachments within the adoptive family. Joy Rees' improved model works chronologically

backwards rather than forwards, aiming to reinforce the child's sense of security within the adoptive family.
Divorced, Beheaded, Died ... Oct 16 2021
Black and British: A short, essential history Jan 27 2020 Winner of the Book of the Year, Children's Illustrated and Non-Fiction at The British Book
Awards, 2021 Shortlisted for Waterstones Book of the Year 2020 A short, essential introduction to Black British history for readers of 12+ by awardwinning historian and broadcaster David Olusoga. When did Africans first come to Britain? Who are the well-dressed black children in Georgian
paintings? Why did the American Civil War disrupt the Industrial Revolution? These and many other questions are answered in this essential
introduction to 1800 years of the Black British history: from the Roman Africans who guarded Hadrian’s Wall right up to the present day. This
children's version of the bestseller Black and British: A Forgotten History is illustrated with maps, photos and portraits. Macmillan Children's Books
will donate 50p from every copy sold to The Black Curriculum.
New Zealand History in Bite-Sized Chunks May 23 2022
A Little History of the World Jul 13 2021 E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of
historical writing since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book is available
worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and his text suggests illustrations on every
page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two hundred illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful.
They emerge from the text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the text is reset in a
spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and symbols. The book incorporates freshly
drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and
an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human history.
Cheese Jul 01 2020 Take a slice of bread. It’s perfectly okay in and of itself. Maybe it has a nice, crisp crust or the scent of sourdough. But really, it’s
kind of boring. Now melt some cheese on it—a sharp Vermont cheddar or a flavorful Swiss Gruyere. Mmm, delicious. Cheese—it’s the staple food, the
accessory that makes everything better, from the hamburger to the ordinary sandwich to a bowl of macaroni. Despite its many uses and variations,
there has never before been a global history of cheese, but here at last is a succinct, authoritative account, revealing how cheese was invented and
where, when, and even why. In bite-sized chapters well-known food historian Andrew Dalby tells the true and savory story of cheese, from its
prehistoric invention to the moment of its modern rebirth. Here you will find the most ancient cheese appellations, the first written description of the
cheese-making process, a list of the luxury cheeses of classical Rome, the medieval rule-of-thumb for identifying good cheese, and even the story of
how loyal cheese lover Samuel Pepys saved his parmesan from the great Fire of London. Dalby reveals that cheese is one of the most ancient of
civilized foods, and he suggests that our passion for cheese may even lay behind the early establishment of global trade. Packed with entertaining
cheese facts, anecdotes, and images, Cheese also features a selection of historic recipes. For those who crave a pungent stilton, a creamy brie, or a
salty pecorino, Cheese is the perfect snack of a book.
Remember, Remember (The Fifth of November) Dec 18 2021 A bestseller in 2008, Remember Remember has continued to enlighten and entertain
readers wanting to brush up on their history. Lively, exciting, full of great stories and humorous asides, this book looks at the key events in British
history, covering all the important dates, people and events. Each subject is presented in short, self-contained 'articles', designed to be dipped into on
the readers whim. Concise and authoritative, Remember, Remember makes history interesting and accessible for everyone once again.
The Short Story of Art Jul 21 2019 The Short Story of Art is a new and innovative introduction to the subject of art. Simply constructed, the book
explores 50 key works, from the wall paintings of Lascaux to contemporary installations, and then links these to sections on art movements, themes,
and techniques. The design of the book allows the student or art enthusiast to easily navigate their way around key periods, artists and styles.
Accessible and concise, it simplifies and explains the most important and influential concepts in art, and shows how they are linked. The book explains
how, why, and when art changed, who introduced certain things, what they were, where they were produced, and whether they matter. It demystifies
artistic jargon, giving readers a thorough understanding and broad enjoyment of art.
The Universe in Bite-sized Chunks Sep 15 2021 Since the earliest humans walked the earth, the vast mysteries and wonders of the night sky have
fascinated and beguiled us, as we've struggled to understand our place in the cosmos. Even after the last century, which saw important and startling
discoveries about our own planet, our solar system and the stars and galaxies beyond, there remain more questions than answers. But those
questions - What is dark matter? Are we alone in the universe? Is time travel possible? - provide a fascinating insight into the vastness and infinite
possibilities of space that we're yet to determine. The sheer scale of the universe can be intimidating, but in this easily digestible book we embark on
an incredible journey through all the essential astronomical discoveries, from the beliefs of ancient civilizations, through to the recent groundbreaking
observations of the gravitational waves predicted by Einstein over 100 years ago. There's never been a better time to get to grips with the universe and
this essential guide to the cosmos is the perfect place to start!
Bite-Sized May 11 2021 Sweet shark-themed story about self-acceptance.
Vampires Jun 24 2022 Vampires offers a bite-sized overview of the ever-mutating vampire, a phenomenon created by primal human fears of bloodsucking monsters. The book delves into ancient vampiric beliefs including the Chinese hopping vampire Jiangshi and Egyptian goddess Sekhmet, as
well as Gothic horrors from the late Middle Ages. The evolution of vampires in literature, film and television is comprehensively covered, from the
iconic Dracula tale, Stephen King's Salem's Lot to Stephenie Meyer's 'Twilight' series; Nosferatu, the first Hollywood take on vampires and modern
films such as the Blade trilogy and New Moon; and popular TV shows including The Twilight Zone, True Blood and The Vampire Diaries.
Babka, Boulou, & Blintzes Sep 03 2020 Discover the history of chocolate in Jewish food and culture with this unique recipe book, bringing together
individual recipes from more than fifty noted Jewish bakers. This is the perfect book for chocoholics, anyone keen to grow their repertoire of chocolatebased recipes, or those with an interest in the diverse ways that chocolate is used around the world. Highlights include Claudia Roden’s Spanish hot
chocolate, the Gefilteria’s dark chocolate and roasted beetroot ice-cream, Honey & Co’s marble cake and Joan Nathan’s chocolate almond cake. As
well as recipes for sweet-toothed readers, savory dishes include Alan Rosenthal’s chocolate chilli and Denise Phillips' Sicilian caponata. There are
also delicious naturally gluten-free and vegan recipes to cater to a variety of dietary requirements. Each recipe helps provide an insight into the
important role chocolate has played in Jewish communities across the centuries, from Jewish immigrants and refugees taking chocolate from Spain to
France in the 1600s, to contemporary Jewish bakers crossing continents to discover, adapt and share new chocolate recipes for today’s generation.
Babka, Boulou & Blintzes is a unique collection published in conjunction with the British Jewish charity Chai Cancer Care.
Bite Size Reads Apr 29 2020 Sometimes what you read depends on how much time you have. Bite Size Reads is a collection of 23 short stories of
murder, revenge, time travel and creepy things, all flavor enhanced with a dash of irony and a sprinkling of humor. The cool thing is, the stories are
grouped by an Average Read Time and all are 15 minutes or less. There's something for everyone and every time of day. So get off social media and
delve into alternate worlds, well-deserved revenge, and twists of fate. All in 15 minutes or less. Because a good read can happen one bite at a time.
Psychology in Bite Sized Chunks Jun 12 2021 All the most important and interesting bits of psychology, including what it really means to dream you
are flying and exactly why Freud smoked that cigar Freudian Slips presents the essential facts and findings of psychology in an accessible and
thoroughly enjoyable way, leaving no Freudian slip or phallic symbol unexamined. From Bobo dolls to invisible gorillas, Clever Hans to Little Albert,
the halo effect to the Stockholm syndrome, the book charts a path through the subject's controversial history and along its most intriguing diversions.
Discover how Pavlov made a dog neurotic and electroconvulsive therapy turned a man bisexual, why schizophrenics can tickle themselves, and how
the U.S. military developed a pigeon-guided missile.
Scoff Feb 26 2020 ***THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER*** A Book of the Year in the Daily Mail, Independent, Spectator and The Times & Sunday
Times Finalist for the Guild of Food Writers Food Book Award 2021 'Sharp, rich and superbly readable... Fascinating' Sunday Times 'Utterly delicious'
Observer 'Superb' 'Book of the Week', The Times 'Terrific' 'Book of the Week', Guardian 'I loved it.' Monty Don 'A brilliant romp of a book.' Jay Rayner
Avocado or beans on toast? Gin or claret? Nut roast or game pie? Milk in first or milk in last? And do you have tea, dinner or supper in the evening? In
this fascinating social history of food in Britain, Pen Vogler examines the origins of our eating habits and reveals how they are loaded with centuries of
class prejudice. Covering such topics as fish and chips, roast beef, avocados, tripe, fish knives and the surprising origins of breakfast, Scoff reveals

how in Britain we have become experts at using eating habits to make judgements about social background. Bringing together evidence from
cookbooks, literature, artworks and social records from 1066 to the present, Vogler traces the changing fortunes of the food we encounter today, and
unpicks the aspirations and prejudices of the people who have shaped our cuisine for better or worse. 'With commendable appetite and immense
attention to detail Pen Vogler skewers the enduring relationship between class and food in Britain. A brilliant romp of a book that gets to the very heart
of who we think we are, one delicious dish at a time.' Jay Rayner
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